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Abstract. In numerical mathematics, one of the most frequently
used ways of gauging the quality of different numerical methods is
benchmarking. Specifically, once we have methods that work well
on some (but not all) problems from a given problem class, we find
the problem that is the toughest for the existing methods. This problem becomes a benchmark for gauging how well different methods
solve problems that previous methods could not. Once we have a
method that works well in solving this benchmark problem, we repeat the process again – by selecting, as a new benchmark, a problem
that is the toughest to solve by the new methods, and by looking for
a new method that works the best on this new benchmark. At first
glance, this idea sounds like a heuristic, but its success in numerical
mathematics indicates that this heuristic is either optimal or at least
close to optimality. In this paper, we use the geombinatoric approach
to prove that benchmarking is indeed asymptotically optimal.
What is benchmarking and how is it usually done. In many areas
such as numerical mathematics, computer architecture, Artificial Intelligence, etc., we are interested in solving problems from a certain
class. In order to gauge how good is a given method in solving these
problems, researchers usually select several benchmark problems on
which different methods are tested.
We would like to select the benchmark problems in such a way
that the method’s performance on these problems serves as a good
indication of its performance on all other problems.
Usually, we start with a problem (or problems) that really need

to be solved, so these problem become our first benchmarks. We
then find a method (or several methods) that solves all these benchmark problems, and start using this method to solve other problems
as well. After some time, it turns out that this method (or methods) does not work well on some of the problems. So, we select the
toughest of these difficult-to-solve problems as a new benchmark,
and look for a method that works well not only for the old benchmarks, but for the new benchmark as well. After such a method
is designed, we start using it. Again, it usually turns out that this
method is not working well for some problems, so we select the
roughest of them as a new benchmark, etc.
Formulation of the problem. The above procedure looks like a
heuristic. However, its success in many areas such as numerical
mathematics indicates that this heuristic is probably either optimal
or at least close to optimality.
In this paper, we use the geombinatoric approach to prove that
benchmarking is indeed asymptotically optimal.
Towards geometric formulation of the problem. The main idea
behind benchmarking is that if two problems and  are close, then
the behavior of a method on one of these problem is a good indicator
of how well this method performs on another problem. A natural
way to describe closeness is by a distance    : the smaller this
distance, the better the behavior of the method on the problem can
predict how this method behaves on the problem  .
Thus, if we have a single benchmark problem , and a method
works well on this problem, then this method’s behavior on a prob can be gauged by the distance    .
lem
Suppose now that we have several benchmark problems
 , we have a method that works well on all of them, and
we want to estimate this method’s behavior on a problem   .
The closer to one of the benchmarks  , the better the predicted
behavior. Thus, as a gauge of how well the method behaves, we can
take the distance
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For each benchmark set  , this formula leads to different
quality on different problems . A natural numerical characteristic
of the overall quality of a benchmark set is its worst-case behavior,
i.e., the value
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Thus, we can reformulate the problem of selecting optimal benchmarks as follows:
Let a metric space be given; given an integer , find points
  for which the value    is the smallest
possible, i.e., for which
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Comment * . The value
  is related to a so-called -entropy
of a metric space (see, e.g., [Lorentz 1966] and [Lorentz 1976]).
Specifically, for a metric space
and a real number :





 an  -net is a subset !" such that for every $#  , there
exists an % #  for which   %,'&( ;
*)  is defined as the smallest possible number of elements in
an  -net;
 the  -entropy is defined as +-,/.  )   .
It can be shown (see, e.g., [Kreinovich 1974] and [Kreinovich 1975])

that the function   is an inverse to ) :

  $'&)( 10 )  




Comment . It makes sense to only consider compact metric spaces,
because only for them,
as increases.
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Traditional benchmarking approach reformulated in geometric
terms. For a given metric space
and a given integer , we se  as follows:
quentially select the points

65879
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65879 #  ;
 once we have selected the points 65879  5879 and  &  ,
we select, as 5879 , the point #  for which the distance
 5879  5879
we arbitrarily select the first point



 is the largest possible; if there are several such points, we select one of them.
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by

Let us denote the corresponding value of

Comment. From the algorithmic viewpoint, this method can be
viewed as a “greedy” algorithm (see, e.g., [Cormen et al. 2001])
in the sense that at each step, we select the (locally) best next point.
It is known that in many cases, greedy algorithms are asymptotically
optimal; this is true in our case as well:
Proposition.
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Proof. The first inequality follows from the fact that
  is the
quality of the optimal -element set, so it is sufficient to prove the
second inequality.
To prove this inequality, let us first prove that for any two dif
  , we
(
) from sequence
ferent points  and

have   
.)

  . (W.l.o.g., we can assume that
We will prove this auxiliary statement by reduction to a con      . By definition of
tradiction. Suppose that
  , this means that there exists a point for which, for all 
  . In particular,
from 1 to , we have    
  

this is true for all 
, thus,
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Since
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, we can thus conclude that
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This inequality contradicts to our selection of
which the value
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as the point
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for

5879 5879

is the largest possible. This contradiction shows that our origi       is impossible, hence
nal assumption that
   
  .
Now, we are ready to prove the proposition itself. By definition
 
of
  *, , there exists an   *, -element set
  *, -net, i.e., for which, for every
that is a
, there exists



  *  . In particular, for every
an  for which 

from 1 to , this is true for
, i.e., for every such , there exists
an  from 1 to  * for which     
  *, . Since
we have different ’s and only  * different  ’s, inevitably, there

exist
for which the corresponding value  is the same, i.e., for
  
  

which 
  *, and 
  *,
for the same  . Due to the triangle inequality, we thus have
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5879  , we thus get the




Since we have proven that 
desired inequality. The proposition is proven.

Example 1: linear segment. To illustrate the situation, let us start
is
with the simplest possible example in which the metric space
a closed interval on a straight line – namely, the interval   * on the
real line:
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In this example, as one can easily see, for every ,


and
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 . Let us select the midpoint 1/2 as 65879 :
X

Here,
+*,
* . There are two points that are the farthest from
: the left endpoint 0 and the right endpoint 1. W.l.o.g., let us
select 
:

5879

X

X
 
* . Now, 1 is the point with the largest value of
   , so we take
*:
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Here,
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At this step,
 
* ; the midpoints between 0 and 1/2 and
between 1/2 and 1 are the farthest, so, after two steps, we add them
both:
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* and
 
*  . At the next step, we
So, we have
add one of the points in between the existing ones, e.g., the first one
(1/8):
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X
After three more steps, we add all midpoints, so we arrive at the
following configuration:
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so that
etc.
In general, for
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, we have
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   *,  . Hence, the ratio
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 . Thus, in the above Proposition, the factor 2
tends to 2 as
is optimal – in the sense that it cannot be replaced by any smaller
number.

Example 2: square. For a square, we get a similar picture:
X
X X
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X
X
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First, let us pick a midpoint as
(the left picture). Then, the next
four benchmarks are the vertices (see middle picture), after which
the next four as the midpoints of the four edges (right picture). Here,
we have, in effect, four sub-squares. One the next stage, the same
procedure is repeated for each sub-square, etc.
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X
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Example 3: equilateral triangle. In this case, if we select the center
as
, we first get the vertices as the next 3 benchmarks, then the
midpoints of the 3 edges, then the midpoints of the lines connecting
the vertices with the center, then the 1/4 and 3/4 points on the edges,
etc. At each stage, we have sub-triangles of repeating shape, and the
process repeats for these sub-triangles.
Open problems. Since this geometric problem is of potential importance to numerical methods, it is desirable:




to describe optimal points for different geometric shapes;



to describe what points the “greedy” algorithm returns;
to look for better (closer to optimal) methods of selecting
benchmark problems.
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